The Future Of Ritual Writings On Culture
And Performance
When people should go to the book stores, search introduction by shop, shelf by shelf, it is truly
problematic. This is why we provide the books compilations in this website. It will very ease you to
look guide The Future Of Ritual Writings On Culture And Performance as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in fact want, you can discover them rapidly.
In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be every best place within net connections.
If you set sights on to download and install the The Future Of Ritual Writings On Culture And
Performance , it is agreed simple then, in the past currently we extend the colleague to buy and
create bargains to download and install The Future Of Ritual Writings On Culture And Performance
as a result simple!

Modern Paganism in World Cultures - Michael
Strmiska 2005
The most comprehensive study available of neopagan religious movements in North America
and Europe. * Photographs of neo-pagan leaders,
practitioners, and rituals, along with maps of
areas where various religions are practiced *
Contributions from an international team of
scholars provides insight into belief systems and
cultural influences
The Future of Ritual - Richard Schechner
2003-09-02
In The Future of Ritual, Richard Schechner
explores the nature of ritualised behaviour and
its relationship to performance and politics. A
brilliant and uncontainable examination of
cultural expression and communal action, The
Future of Ritual asks pertinent questions about
art, theatre and the changing meaning of
'culture' in today's intercultural world. An
exciting new work by the author of Performance
Theory.
Performance and Cultural Politics - Elin
Diamond 1996
`A major contribution to the developing field of
the study of cultural performance ... a very
impressive collection of essays from a number of
the leading scholars in the field' - Marvin
Carlson, City University of New York
The Wiley Blackwell Companion to Religion and
Peace - Jolyon Mitchell 2022-08-02
Incisive contributions from leading and
emerging scholars in the field of Peace Studies
the-future-of-ritual-writings-on-culture-and-performance

In the Wiley Blackwell Companion to Religion
and Peace, a team of renowned scholars delivers
an authoritative and interdisciplinary
sourcebook that addresses the key concepts,
history, theories, models, resources, and
practices in the complex and ambivalent
relationship between religion and peace. The
editors have included contributions from a wide
range of perspectives and locations that reflect
diverse methods and approaches. The
Companion provides a collection grounded in
experience and context that draws on
established, developing, and new research
characterized by academic rigor. The differences
between the approaches taken by several
religious traditions are fully explored and
numerous case studies highlight relevant
theories, models, and resources. Accessible as
either a standalone collection or as a partner to
the Companion to Religion and Violence, this
edited volume also offers: A thorough
introduction to religion and its search for peace,
including the relationships between religion and
peace and theories and practices for studying
the interplay between religion and peace
Comprehensive explorations of religion and
peace in local contexts, including discussions of
women's empowerment and peacebuilding in an
Islamic context Practical discussions of practices
and embodiments of religion and peace,
including treatments of museums for peace and
self-religion in global peace movements In-depth
examinations of lived Christian theologies and
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building peace, including discussions of Martin
Luther King Jr. and spiritual activism in Scotland
Perfect for students and scholars of
peacemaking, peacekeeping, and peace building,
the Wiley Blackwell Companion to Religion and
Peace will also earn a place in the libraries of
anyone professionally or personally interested in
the field of Peace or Religious Studies,
International Relations, History, Politics, or
Theology.
Rituals of Ilé-Ifẹ̀, Nigeria - Morufu B. Omigbule
2021-05-11
This book showcases six prominent ritual
festivals of Ile-Ifẹ̀, Nigeria: namely Ọ̀rànfè᷂̣,
Ìtàpá, Òrìṣàlásẹ̀, Ọbaresé, Òrìṣàkirè and
Ọwálàrẹ́. It reveals the hidden and enduring
beauties of Ifẹ̀ ritual festivals, providing rare
information about the region, the acclaimed
origin place and spiritual capital of Yoruba
people. Through profound analysis of each of the
festivals, it affords information that is unusual in
both depth and breadth. The text also provides
pace for the views of the practitioners of culturespecific literary-ethnographic scholarship. It,
however, pushes the critical edges of its
engagement with the ritual festivals and
represents an important record of enduring
cultural legacies with the unusual capacity to
inform about Ifẹ̀ rituals in a way that serves the
interest of Yoruba cultural studies in general.
Performance Studies - Richard Schechner 2013
The publication of Performance Studies: An
Introduction was a defining moment for the
field. Richard Schechner's pioneering textbook
provides a lively and accessible overview of the
full range of performance for undergraduates at
all levels and beginning graduate students in
performance studies, theatre, performing arts,
and cultural studies. Among the topics discussed
are the performing arts and popular
entertainments, rituals, play and games, and the
performances of everyday life. Supporting
examples and ideas are drawn from the social
sciences, performing arts, poststructuralism,
ritual theory, ethology, philosophy, and
aesthetics. This third edition is accompanied by
an all-new companion website curated by a
dedicated media editor, with the following
resources for instructors and students:
Interactive glossary Multiple choice questions
Powerpoint Slides. Videos Website links for
the-future-of-ritual-writings-on-culture-and-performance

further study Tutorials on specific skills within
Performance Studies Sample Discussion
Questions Exercises and Activities Sample
Syllabi The book itself has also been revised,
with 25 new extracts and biographies, up-to-date
coverage of global and intercultural
performances, and further exploration of the
growing international presence of Performance
Studies as a discipline. Performance Studies is
the definitive overview for undergraduates, with
primary extracts, student activities, key
biographies and over 200 images of global
performance.
The SAGE Handbook of Performance Studies - D.
Soyini Madison 2005-11-28
The SAGE Handbook of Performance Studies
brings together, in a single volume, reviews of
the major research in performance studies and
identifies directions for further investigation. It
is the only comprehensive collection on the
theories, methods, politics, and practices of
performance relating to life and culture. Edited
by D. Soyini Madison and Judith Hamera, this
Handbook serves scholars and students across
the disciplines by delineating the scope of the
field, the critical and interpretive methods used,
and the theoretical and ethical presumptions
that guide work in this exciting and growing
area.
Relational Rituals and Communication - D. Kádár
2013-06-27
This book provides a ground-breaking,
interaction-based framework of rituals, drawing
on multiple research disciplines. It examines
ritual as a relational action constructed in
interaction through pre-existing patterns and
captures the features of ritual phenomena by
analysing interactants' behaviour in culturally
and socially diverse contexts.
Rational Ritual - Michael Suk-Young Chwe
2013-04-28
"Why do beer commercials dominate Super Bowl
advertising? How do political ceremonies
establish authority? Why were circular forms
favored for public festivals during the French
Revolution? This book answers these questions
using a single concept: common knowledge.
Game theory shows that in order to coordinate
its actions, a group of people must form
"common knowledge." Each person wants to
participate only if others also participate.
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Members must have knowledge of each other,
knowledge of that knowledge, and so on.
Michael Chwe applies this insight, with striking
erudition, to analyze a range of rituals across
history and cultures. He shows that public
ceremonies are powerful not simply because
they transmit meaning from a central source to
each audience member but because they let
audience members know what other members
know. In a new afterword, Chwe delves into new
applications of common knowledge, both in the
real world and in experiments, and considers
how generating common knowledge has become
easier in the digital age." -- From the jacket.
Ritual, Images, and Daily Life - Gerhard Jaritz
2012
Medieval images and their content, intentions,
and functions regularly followed specific
strategies, rituals, and symbols of
communication. This is true for religious as well
as for secular images. One can recognize these
strategies and rituals through analyzing the
patterns that occur in the varieties of image
construction, image space, image messages, and
their perception. This book contains
contributions by international specialists whose
research interests concentrate on these
patterns, the rituals associated with them, and
the influences of these phenomena on the daily
life of the image audience. (Series: History:
Research and Science / Geschichte: Forschung
und Wissenschaft - Vol. 39)
Theorizing Rituals - Jens Kreinath 2006
Volume two of Theorizing Rituals mainly consists
of an annotated bibliography of more than 400
items covering those books, edited volumes and
essays that are considered most relevant for the
field of ritual theory. Instead of proposing yet
another theory of ritual, the bibliography is a
comprehensive monument documenting four
decades of theorizing rituals.
Images and Objects in Ritual Practices in
Medieval and Early Modern Northern and
Central Europe - Krista Kodres 2014-07-18
This multidisciplinary collection of essays
explores the functions, meanings and use of
images and objects in various late Medieval and
Early Modern social practices, which were
linked by their ritual character. The book
approaches ‘ritual’ as an action which is
discussed under the general umbrella term
the-future-of-ritual-writings-on-culture-and-performance

“performative practice”, and is characterised by
a synthesis between the repetitive and the
extraordinary that carries an intense symbolic
meaning and is emotionally charged. Images,
spaces and rituals were closely interconnected
in both the religious and the secular spheres,
and played a relevant role in the symbolic
communication of the time. The essays in this
volume are devoted to a complex study of these
phenomena in Northern and Central Europe,
including regions which, due to linguistic or
cultural barriers, have thus far received
comparatively little attention in Anglo-American
scholarship, including Scandinavia, Poland and
the Baltic states.
Against Culture - Kirk Dombrowski 2001-01-01
In a small Tlingit village in 1992, newly
converted members of an all-native church
started a bonfire of "non-Christian" items
including, reportedly, native dancing regalia.
The burnings recalled an earlier century in
which church converts in the same village
burned totem poles, and stirred long simmering
tensions between native dance groups and
fundamentalist Christian churches throughout
the region. This book traces the years leading up
to the most recent burnings and reveals the
multiple strands of social tension defining Tlingit
and Haida life in Southeast Alaska today. ø
Author Kirk Dombrowksi roots these tensions in
a history of misunderstanding and exploitation of
native life, including, most recently, the
consequences of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act of 1971. He traces the results of
economic upheaval, changes in dependence on
timber and commercial fishing, and differences
over the meaning of contemporary native culture
that lie beneath current struggles. His cogent,
highly readable analysis shows how these local
disputes reflect broader problems of negotiating
culture and Native American identity today.
Revealing in its ethnographic details, arresting
in its interpretive insights, Against Culture
raises important practical and theoretical
implications for the understanding of indigenous
cultural and political processes.
New Approaches to the Study of Religion - Peter
Antes 2004
Religion, Theology and the Human Sciences
- Richard H. Roberts 2002
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Religion, Theology and the Human Sciences
explores the religious consequences of the socalled 'end of history' and 'triumph of capitalism'
as they have impinged upon key institutions of
social reproduction in recent times. The book
explores the imposition of managerial modernity
upon successive sectors of society and shows
why many people today feel themselves to be
oppressed by systems of management that seem
to leave them no option but to conform. Richard
Roberts seeks to challenge and outflank such
seamless, oppressive modernity, through
reconfiguration of the religious and spiritual
field.
Ritual, Performance, Media - Association of
Social Anthropologists of the Commonwealth.
Conference 1998
First Published in 1997. Routledge is an imprint
of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Eight Words for the Study of Expressive
Culture - Burt Feintuch 2010-10-01
Group. Art. Text. Genre. Performance. Context.
Tradition. Identity. No matter where we are--in
academic institutions, in cultural agencies, at
home, or in a casual conversation--these are
words we use when we talk about creative
expression in its cultural contexts. Eight Words
for the Study of Expressive Culture is a
thoughtful, interdisciplinary examination of the
keywords that are integral to the formulation of
ideas about the diversity of human creativity,
presented as a set of essays by leading
folklorists. Many of us use these eight words
every day. We think with them. We teach with
them. Much of contemporary scholarship rests
on their meanings and implications. They form a
significant part of a set of conversations
extending through centuries of thought about
creativity, meaning, beauty, local knowledge,
values, and community. Their natural habitats
range across scholarly disciplines from
anthropology and folklore to literary and cultural
studies and provide the framework for other
fields of practice and performance as well. Eight
Words for the Study of Expressive Culture is a
much-needed study of keywords that are
frequently used but not easily explained.
Anchored by Burt Feintuch’s cogent
introduction, the book features essays by
Dorothy Noyes, Gerald L. Pocius, Jeff Todd Titon,
Trudier Harris, Deborah A. Kapchan, Mary
the-future-of-ritual-writings-on-culture-and-performance

Hufford, Henry Glassie, and Roger D. Abrahams.
Church Music Through the Lens of
Performance - Marcell Silva Steuernagel
2021-03-15
This book is an investigation into church music
through the lens of performance theory, both as
a discipline and as a theoretical framework.
Scholars who address religious music making in
general, and Christian church music in
particular, use "performance" in a variety of
ways, creating confusion around the term. A
systematized performance vocabulary for the
study of church music can support
interdisciplinary investigations of Christian
congregational music making in today’s
complex, interconnected world. From the
perspective of performance theory, all those
involved in church musicking are performing, be
it from platform or pew. The book employs a
hybrid methodology that combines ethnographic
research and theory from ritual studies,
ethnomusicology, theology, and church music
scholarship to establish performance studies as
a possible "next step" in church music studies. It
demonstrates the feasibility of studying church
music as performance by analyzing ethnographic
case studies using a developmental framework
based on the concepts of ritual, embodiment,
and play/change. This book offers a fresh
perspective on Christian congregational music
making. It will, therefore, be a key reference
work for scholars working in Congregational
Music Studies, Ethnomusicology, Ritual Studies
and Performance Studies, as well as
practitioners interested in examining their own
church music practices.
Critical Terms for Religious Studies - Mark
C. Taylor 2008-09-15
A century that began with modernism sweeping
across Europe is ending with a remarkable
resurgence of religious beliefs and practices
throughout the world. Wherever one looks today,
from headlines about political turmoil in the
Middle East to pop music and videos, one cannot
escape the pivotal role of religious beliefs and
practices in shaping selves, societies, and
cultures. Following in the very successful
tradition of Critical Terms for Literary Studies
and Critical Terms for Art History, this book
attempts to provide a revitalized, self-aware
vocabulary with which this bewildering religious
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diversity can be accurately described and
responsibly discussed. Leading scholars working
in a variety of traditions demonstrate through
their incisive discussions that even our most
basic terms for understanding religion are not
neutral but carry specific historical and
conceptual freight. These essays adopt the
approach that has won this book's predecessors
such widespread acclaim: each provides a
concise history of a critical term, explores the
issues raised by the term, and puts the term to
use in an analysis of a religious work, practice,
or event. Moving across Judaism, Christianity,
Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, and Native
American and Mayan religions, contributors
explore terms ranging from experience,
territory, and image, to God, sacrifice, and
transgression. The result is an essential
reference that will reshape the field of religious
studies and transform the way in which religion
is understood by scholars from all disciplines,
including anthropology, sociology, psychology,
cultural studies, gender studies, and literary
studies.
Victor Turner and Contemporary Cultural
Performance - Graham St John 2008-04-30
Upon the 25th anniversary of his passing, this
collection addresses the wide application of
Victor Turner's thought to cultural performance
in the early 21st century. From anthropology,
sociology, and religious studies to performance,
cultural, and media studies, Turner's ideas have
had a prodigious interdisciplinary impact.
Examining his relevance in studies of
performance and popular culture, media, and
religion, along with the role of Edith Turner in
the Turnerian project, contributors explore how
these ideas have been re-engaged, renovated,
and repurposed in studies of contemporary
cultural performance.
Trance Formation - Robin Sylvan 2013-10-08
Robin Sylvan combines colorful firsthand
accounts, extensive interviews with ravers, and
cutting edge scholarly analysis to paint a
compelling portrait of global rave culture as an
important new religious and spiritual
phenomenon that also serves as a template for
mapping the future evolution of new forms of
religion and spirituality in the twenty-first
century.
Theorizing Rituals, Volume 1: Issues, Topics,
the-future-of-ritual-writings-on-culture-and-performance

Approaches, Concepts - Jens Kreinath
2018-08-14
Volume one of Theorizing Rituals assembles 34
leading scholars from various countries and
disciplines working within this field.
Ritual and Narrative - Vera Nünning
2014-03-31
Ritual and narrative are pivotal means of human
meaning-making and of ordering experience, but
the close interrelationship between them has not
as yet been given the attention it deserves. How
can models and categories from narrative theory
benefit the study of ritual, and what can we gain
from concepts of ritual studies in analysing
narrative? This book brings together a wide
range of disciplinary perspectives including
literary studies, archaeology, biblical and
religious studies, and political science. It
presents theoretical explorations as well as indepth case studies of ritual and narrative in
different media and historical contexts.
Recasting Ritual - Mary M. Crain 2003-12-16
Recasting Ritual explores how ritualized action
diversifies in response to varying cultural,
political and physical contexts. The contributors
look at how issues such as globalisation and
technology affect ritual performance and how
minorities often utilise performances to affirm
their own identites while also speaking to
outsiders. The contributors examine the
relationship between ritual meaning and social
identity through case-studies drawn from the
Pacific, Scandinavia, the Mediterranean, Latin
America, Indonesia, and East and West Africa.
Study of the theoretical underpinnings of social
action affirms the independence of anthropology
as a discipline from cultural, media and
performance studies, according it a distinctive
role in elucidating contemporary and emergent
human conditions.
Cultural Struggles - Dwight Conquergood
2013-05-22
Gathers the essential essays of Dwight
Conquergood, performance studies scholar,
ethnographer, and activist
Cultures of Crisis in Southeast Europe - Klaus
Roth 2017-04
The history of the Balkan Peninsula of the last
two centuries is marked by deep transformations
and upheavals. The emergence and
disappearance of states, ethnic conflicts and
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wars, changes of political systems, economic
crises, migration movements, and natural
disasters are the more visible of such upheavals.
Most of them have been experienced as deep
crises that forced people to adapt to often
radically new situations. All too often crisis
management became a permanent way of life.
The included essays focus on the cultures of
crisis and on the reactions of societies and
individuals to them: on their impact on everyday
life, on peoples' strategies of coping, on the
processes of adaptation, and on peoples'
attitudes. (Series: Ethnologia Balkanica, Vol. 19)
[Subject: Sociology, Balkan Studies, Politics,
Migration, Crisis Management]
Violent Liminalities in Early Modern
Culture - Kaye McLelland 2022-11-25
Violent liminalities in Early Modern Culture is a
methodologically innovative book combining the
twin disciplines of queer theory and disability
studies. It investigates the violence feared from,
and directed at, inhabitants of the ‘betwixt and
between’ spaces of early modern literature and
culture, through a focus on the perpetuated
metamorphic states of Shakespeare’s and
Spenser’s liminal figures including Lavinia,
Puck, and Britomart. With chapters on gender,
sexuality, adolescence, madness, and physical
disability, Kaye McLelland applies a bitheoretical lens to interrogate the ways in which
being simultaneously ‘neither’ and ‘both’ brings
to bear the non-normative disruption identified
by queer theory in ways that use binary systems
against themselves. For many of Spenser’s and
Shakespeare’s characters, the ‘in-between’
state, whether ritually or otherwise induced,
transforms the instantaneous binary threshold of
the limen into a permanent ‘habitation’. This
created space is one of great power that is
feared and violently countered by those who
would shut it down. Set against the literary
history of Spenser’s and Shakespeare’s
Ovidianism and festivity, and the historical
context of the post-Reformation transformation
from a tertiary to a binary model of the afterlife,
this volume identifies a persistent positioning of
liminal literary figures in proximity to the
liminality of the dead and dying, whilst
simultaneously tracing the positive ways in
which these inhabitants of the powerful ‘betwixt
and between’ are depicted.
the-future-of-ritual-writings-on-culture-and-performance

The Oxford Handbook of Religion, Conflict,
and Peacebuilding - Atalia Omer 2015
This title provides a comprehensive,
interdisciplinary account of the scholarship on
religion, conflict, and peacebuilding. Extending
that inquiry beyond its traditional parameters,
the volume explores the legacies of colonialism,
missionary activism, secularism, orientalism, and
liberalism. While featuring case studies from
diverse contexts and traditions, the volume is
organised thematically.
Handbook of Medieval Studies - Albrecht
Classen 2011-01-01
This interdisciplinary handbook provides
extensive information about research in
medieval studies and its most important results
over the last decades. The handbook is a
reference work which enables the readers to
quickly and purposely gain insight into the
important research discussions and to inform
themselves about the current status of research
in the field. The handbook consists of four parts.
The first, large section offers articles on all of
the main disciplines and discussions of the field.
The second section presents articles on the key
concepts of modern medieval studies and the
debates therein. The third section is a lexicon of
the most important text genres of the Middle
Ages. The fourth section provides an
international bio-bibliographical lexicon of the
most prominent medievalists in all disciplines. A
comprehensive bibliography rounds off the
compendium. The result is a reference work
which exhaustively documents the current status
of research in medieval studies and brings the
disciplines and experts of the field together.
The Future of Ritual - Richard Schechner
2003-09-02
In The Future of Ritual, Richard Schechner
explores the nature of ritualised behaviour and
its relationship to performance and politics. A
brilliant and uncontainable examination of
cultural expression and communal action, The
Future of Ritual asks pertinent questions about
art, theatre and the changing meaning of
'culture' in today's intercultural world. An
exciting new work by the author of Performance
Theory.
Encyclopedia of Social and Cultural
Anthropology - Alan Barnard 1996
Providing a guide to the ideas, arguments and
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history of the discipline, this volume discusses
human social and cultural life in all its diversity
and difference. Theory, ethnography and history
are combined in over 230 entries on topics
Contemporary Democracy and the Sacred Jon Wittrock 2018-07-26
Debates on the impact of religious traditions
upon secular politics have raged throughout the
last century and continue today. Exposing the
ambiguity of secularity in political life, Jon
Wittrock investigates the contemporary
relevance of the scared beyond established
religious communities and within wider civic
society. In the context of globalization,
characterized by the spread of capitalist
commodification and new technologies of
transportation and communication, determining
the legitimacy of democratic nation-states is
particularly urgent. Questioning ontological
challenges to democracy, this book confronts the
public narratives, symbols and rituals of the
political domain. It analyses modern scholarship
on the impact of eschatological figures of
thought on government and political ideologies,
what hopes there are for universal rights or
justice, and the “public worship” of
contemporary democracies. Bridging the
analytical and continental sides of the
philosophical divide, this book draws upon
conceptual analysis as well as phenomenology
and deconstruction. It advocates neither a leftnor a right-wing political approach, but seeks to
outline what political secularization could and
should mean.
The Routledge Companion to Theatre and
Performance - Paul Allain 2013-05-13
Discussing some of the pivotal questions relating
to the complementary fields of theatre and
performance studies, this engaging, easy-to-use
text is undoubtedly a perfect reference guide for
the keen student and passionate theatre-goer
alike.
The Nature of Empires and the Empires of
Nature - Karl S. Hele 2013-09-28
Drawing on themes from John MacKenzie’s
Empires of Nature and the Nature of Empires
(1997), this book explores, from Indigenous or
Indigenous-influenced perspectives, the power
of nature and the attempts by empires (United
States, Canada, and Britain) to control it. It also
examines contemporary threats to First Nations
the-future-of-ritual-writings-on-culture-and-performance

communities from ongoing political,
environmental, and social issues, and the efforts
to confront and eliminate these threats to
peoples and the environment. It becomes
apparent that empire, despite its manifestations
of power, cannot control or discipline humans
and nature. Essays suggest new ways of looking
at the Great Lakes watershed and the peoples
and empires contained within it.
The Restorative Justice Ritual - Lindsey Pointer
2020-12-24
Restorative justice is an innovative approach to
responding to crime and conflict that shifts the
focus away from laws and punishment to instead
consider the harm caused and what is needed to
repair that harm and make things right. Interest
in restorative justice is rapidly expanding, with
new applications continuously emerging around
the world. The restorative philosophy and
conference process have shown great promise in
providing a justice response that heals
individuals and strengthens the community. Still,
a few key questions remain unanswered. First,
how is the personal and relational
transformation apparent in the restorative
justice process achieved? What can be done to
safeguard and enhance that effectiveness?
Second, can restorative justice satisfy the wider
public’s need for a reaffirmation of communal
norms following a crime, particularly in
comparison to the criminal trial? And finally,
given its primary focus on making amends at an
interpersonal level, does restorative justice
routinely fail to address larger, structural
injustices? This book engages with these three
critical questions through an understanding of
restorative justice as a ritual. It proffers three
dominant ritual functions related to the
performance of justice: the normative, the
transformative, and the proleptic. Two justice
rituals, namely, the criminal trial and the
restorative justice conference, are examined
through this framework in order to understand
how each process fulfills, or fails to fulfill, the
multifaceted human need for justice. The book
will be of interest to students, academics, and
practitioners working in the areas of Restorative
Justice, Criminal Law, and Criminology.
Black British Culture and Society - Kwesi Owusu
2000
From the Windrush immigration of the 1950s to
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contemporary multicultural Britain, Black British
Culture and Society examines the AfroCaribbean diaspora in post-war Britain.
Mature Audiences - Karen E. Riggs 1998
In Mature Audiences, Karen Riggs challenges
traditional ideas about older viewers as passive,
vulnerable audiences for television. She tells the
stories of seventy elder Americans who have
worked television into their lives in specific and
practical ways. In particular, Riggs studies older
women fans of Murder, She Wrote, the impact of
news and public affairs programming in an
affluent retirement community, the efforts of
several older African Americans to produce and
telecast their own public-access shows, and the
role of television in the daily lives of minority
elders, including gays, American Indians, and
immigrants from Russia and Laos. Although
television's own images of the elderly are nearly
nonexistent or frequently negative, this
collection of interviews provides a portrait of
viewers who are often deliberate, thoughtful,
and seasoned in their responses to questions
about the role of television in their daily lives.
Understanding Material Culture - Ian Woodward
2007-05-09
"In his interdisciplinary review of material
culture, Ian Woodward goes beyond synthesis to
offer a theoretically innovative reconstruction of
the field. It is filled with gems of conceptual
insight and empirical discovery. A wonderful
book." - Jeffrey C. Alexander, Yale University "A
well-grounded and accessible survey of the
burgeoning field of material culture studies for
students in sociology and consumption studies.
While situating the field within the history of
intellectual thought in the broader social
sciences, it offers detailed and accessible case
studies. These are supplemented by very useful
directions for further in-depth reading, making it
an excellent undergraduate course companion."
- Victor Buchli, University College London Why
are i-pods and mobile phones fashion
accessories? Why do people spend thousands
remodelling their perfectly functional kitchen?
Why do people crave shoes or handbags? Is our
desire for objects unhealthy, or irrational?
Objects have an inescapable hold over us, not
just in consumer culture but increasingly in the
disciplines that study social relations too. This
book offers a systematic overview of the diverse
the-future-of-ritual-writings-on-culture-and-performance

ways of studying the material as culture.
Surveying the field of material culture studies
through an examination and synthesis of
classical and contemporary scholarship on
objects, commodities, consumption, and
symbolization, this book: introduces the key
concepts and approaches in the study of objects
and their meanings presents the full sweep of
core theory - from Marxist and critical
approaches to structuralism and semiotics shows
how and why people use objects to perform
identity, achieve social status, and narrativize
life experiences analyzes everyday domains in
which objects are important shows why studying
material culture is necessary for understanding
the social. This book will be essential reading for
students and researchers in sociology,
anthropology, cultural studies, consumer
behaviour studies, design and fashion studies.
Festival Cultures - Maria Nita 2021
This book brings together interdisciplinary
research from the fields of Anthropology,
Sociology, Archaeology, Art, History and
Religious Studies, showing the necessity of a
transdisciplinary and diachronic approach to
examine the last half-century of modern arts and
performance festivals. The volume focuses on
new theoretical and methodological approaches
for the examination of festivals and festival
cultures, both the Burning Man festival in
Nevada's Black Rock Desert and burner culture
in Europe. The editors argue that festival
cultures are becoming values-inflected global
forms of travel, dwelling, festivity,
communication, and social organisation that are
transforming contemporary cultures and have
significant political capital. Maria Nita is a
Lecturer in Religious Studies at the Open
University, UK. Her research focuses on religion
and environmentalism, with particular interest
in artistic practices for sustainability, festivals,
and the climate movement. Jeremy H. Kidwell is
a Senior Lecturer in Theological Ethics at the
University of Birmingham, UK. Kidwell is an
interdisciplinary scholar, with a background in
the humanities, particularly literature and
music.
Ritual and Symbol in Peacebuilding - Lisa
Schirch 2005
* Serves as a guide to using ritual acts in
peacebuilding efforts * Abundant with examples
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of symbolic acts that aided the peace process
Conflict is dramatic. In theater, literature, story
telling, and news reporting, it is a powerful
mechanism that draws attention, heightens the
senses and evokes emotion. Schirch argues that
peacebuilding has the potential to do just the
same. Examples of peacebuilding often center on
the serious, rational negotiations and formal
problem-solving efforts in conflict situations.
Schirch argues, though, that what truly bonds
adversaries and helps achieve peace are the
symbolic, non-verbal ritual acts--shaking hands,
sharing a meal, showing a photograph of a loved

the-future-of-ritual-writings-on-culture-and-performance

one. Yet these are often overlooked as deliberate
components of peace negotiations. Ritual and
Symbol in Peacebuilding underscores the
importance of incorporating symbolic tools,
including ritual, into traditional approaches to
conflict. Ritual assists in solving complex, deeprooted conflicts, and helps to confirm and
transform worldviews, identities, and
relationships. With theories and language to
explain the symbolic dimensions of conflict, this
text will be useful to scholars and practitioners
active in the diverse field of peacebuilding.
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